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Reviewer’s report:

Thank you for inviting me to review this paper, which I consider to be of interest and suitable for publication. I suggest a few discretionary revisions to the Background section:

Page 5

Line 2 - 'leading cause of years lost due to disability' Needs clarification - presumably not actual years of life

Line 15 - 'increasing high demands on cognitive performance' Suggest adding a reference to the evidence for this statement

Line 23 - suggest delete this sentence - is this not a goal for all patients in primary care?

Line 43 and 48 - suggest interventions instead of actions

Line 48 - training 'in' refined diagnostics

Page 6

Line 1 - education for all personnel - in what?

Line 2 - are all care managers nurses?

Line 14 - increased accessibility - to what?

Line 50 - patients visits are fewer and longer - suggest reference

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.
Yes

**Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?**
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

Yes

**Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?**
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.

I recommend additional statistical review

**Quality of written English**
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:
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